Council of Chairs & Coordinators
Minutes of the Meeting – Monday, September 13, 2010
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GUESTS:
• Chris Hill, Academic Senate President
• Barbara Blanchard, VP Academic Affairs
RECORDER: Rochelle Weiser
CALL TO ORDER (11:05)

I.

Adjustments to the Agenda—Oralee
Oralee made the following adjustments to the day’s agenda: postponed the discussion regarding
enrollment management and CAP to 11:30 in order for Sunny Cooke to join the meeting; added review of
the next Orientation Session for new Chairs and Coordinators; added information on the priority waitlist
report requested by Barbara Blanchard, VP Academic Affairs.

II.

Chair’s Report-Oralee
Oralee began by noting that the priority waitlist report could be found on the intranet at the “reports”
website, under the curriculum heading, she noted that you can then export the report as an excel file.
Oralee then reviewed the report; it was clarified that the number for total waitlisted students reflected the
number of students that had cycled through the waitlist. Oralee then opened the discussion for questions
regarding the waitlist report and what information was needed from the report. Oralee noted that in the
English department the majority of classes offered had a waitlist, so she was not sure what information
Barbara needed as all courses were impacted. Barbara noted she was looking for which classes had
“bottle necks”, which classes were filling first, which when had several offerings and still had waitlists, the
overall situation of the department. Discussion followed regarding how to obtain the information,
processing it, and the additional time required in order for Chairs and Coordinators to do this. It was

discussed that due to the high enrollment and the reduction in course offerings that it may not be possible
to calculate what the actual areas of demand are, because students are taking courses just to be enrolled.
It was noted that the Chairs have best sense as to what the numbers on the reports mean to their
departments. Barbara noted that what she would like to know is that IF additional FTS were available
where is the need for additional courses? It was noted that the Chairs do have the best sense of what
sections will fill, what time to offer those, and where to offer them and would make their recommendations
accordingly. It was decided that Oralee would send an e-mail to the chairs and coordinators with the
following question; if 1-3 courses could be added to the spring schedule what would the Chairs choices y
be, what time would the course be offered and where (room or online)would they be offered and please
send the recommendations onto Barbara within a week. This would allow Enrollment Management to
better evaluate the situation.
Oralee reported the next orientation session for new chairs and coordinators would take place September
22, 2:00-3:15 in room 578 and would cover the hiring processes. She noted that these sessions are
directed toward new chairs, but all chairs could attend, as the sessions are very informative and offer
additional training and information on many of the new procedures and processes. Oralee referred to the
handout regarding the session noting the speakers; Jim Mahler, AFT, will give an update regarding the
Adjunct re-employment document; Amber Green will speak regarding interview questions and present a
FAQ of the questions regularly asked of her; Maryann Landry will speak regarding hiring new Adjunct
faculty for those who have not done this before; Oralee has asked the Deans to add to the conversation
regarding hiring practices as well as any faculty who have recommendations for best practices regarding
the hiring process. Oralee then noted the sign in sheet that was being passed around and asked that
anyone planning on attending please sign up, as to have enough materials available for everyone. Oralee
noted that after the session she would try to send out electronic versions of the materials for those unable
to attend. Chris reported that a session on Peer Evaluation would take place on September 27. She
asked that if any chairs had positive practices for peer evaluation to please forward them to her for
inclusion in the session. Discussion occurred regarding the different practices of the various departments
regarding peer evaluations.
Oralee asked Chris to speak regarding committee openings. Chris reported that Susan Working agreed to
serve as the representative for the Math, Natural Sciences, Exercise Science and Wellness Division on the
Enrollment Management Committee. Chris noted that the Room Utilization Committee still needed a
representative and it would be helpful that a member of the Chairs and Coordinators fill this position as it is
a campus wide committee and the overall views from the departments are very helpful. Chris noted that if
the Chairs had a faculty member in their department who they felt had an understanding of the campus
wide participation to please have them contact her.
Oralee reported on the joint meeting of the Chairs and Coordinators from Cuyamaca College and
Grossmont College which took place during flexweek at the AFT offices. Oralee noted the session was
very helpful and informative. It was decided that during each flexweek, Fall and Spring, a meeting would
be held and they would continue at the AFT office. Oralee noted one item that was discussed was the
different processes that are utilized at the two campuses; one of those is the responsibilities of the Chairs
and Coordinators regarding professional development hours. The chairs and coordinators at GC are
expected to sign off on professional development contracts, special projects for professional development
and any activities being substituted for regular professional development hours. At Cuyamaca the process
is quite different; the form is different, the chair does not have to sign off on the professional development
hours, the forms are sent to the Staff Development/Professional Development committee for review. It
was noted that often Chairs are not comfortable evaluating the activities, unsure of procedure if the activity
is not sufficient, and what to tell the faculty member. Jim Mahler was to follow-up on the forms, find out
why the forms are different, and why the processes are different at each campus. Chris reported that this
item also came up in the Senate Officers Committee and that an active discussion is going on regarding
the situation and that a proposal was to come before the Senate for discussion. Discussion occurred
regarding whether this issue is a union or a Senate issue; Chris noted that it is an item that overlaps both;
professional development hours fall under the “10 + 1” items of the Senate, but the requirement of a faculty
signature is a working condition issue; so the discussions would need to occur at both levels in order for
any process to change. Oralee reported that summer compensation was also discussed and that all that
were present would like to utilize the same process next summer. She also noted Cuyamaca’s Chairs and
Coordinators received compensation for the first time this past summer. Another item discussed was
clarification of the availability and the process to request compensation for special projects; some
departments were aware of it and others weren’t. Another item discussed was how professional hours
were calculated; Jim was to follow up on this item and report at the next meeting.

Oralee began the discussion on enrollment management and CAP with her observations of the first weeks
of the semester; very crowded classes, enormous waitlists, confrontational students, and the overall
difficulties and stress faculty faced in managing the situation. Sunny began by noting the hand out
regarding Enrollment Management. Sunny reviewed the process the district utilized to determine their
target cap; 5% over FTES cap. She then reviewed how GC was to arrive at that 5% over cap; cut sections
and limit services, thereby managing the number of students at GC and an overall increase efficiency.
She then reviewed the discussions that had occurred campus wide regarding who would manage the
waitlists; through those discussions it was determined that faculty felt very strongly that they needed to be
in control of the waitlist from the first day of class. Sunny acknowledged that as instructors and educators
having to tell students no is not what anyone wants to do, but in the current climate it unfortunately it
occurs. A discussion occurred regarding enrollment marketing; Sunny noted that GC has not marketed for
enrollment in 1 ½ years, but rather for the community to participate in functions at the campus; athletic
events, literature and drama productions; other areas outside of academics. Discussion continued
regarding the waitlists, class crashers, and the best way to manage students; many ideas were shared
how to better serve the students. Sunny noted that faculty input was both encouraged and welcome to
continue to figure out how to best serve students during these times. Discussion continued regarding
waitlist students vs. those that actually showed up to crash classes; many felt an obligation to waitlist
students prior to the first day of class, then once classes began felt that the students that showed up for
class should become the priority. Ideas that came of this discussion; an attendance policy for the first two
weeks of class in relation to being dropped; making sure the language for being dropped is tied to class
registration; once an add code is given to a student making sure they register immediately; whether or not
the two week period mandatory or can it be shortened; better managing students arriving in classes they
are not really qualified for; perhaps limiting the number of waitlists students can be on for classes held at
the same time. Ideas were shared how instructors managed their students and waitlists; Oralee suggested
gathering these ideas and suggestions together to be able to share them with faculty. In closing Sunny
noted that the Planning and Resources Council was trying to ease the burden for instructors with the
recommendations for class CAPS, not trying to create more anxiety. Sunny noted that funds may be
available to be able to add sections in areas that have the greatest demand and the discussions will occur
at Planning and Resources Council. Oralee noted that she would be sending an e-mail to Chairs and
Coordinators asking what courses they would like added back if possible, with a response going to
Barbara Blanchard, VPAA. The recommendations from Chairs and Coordinators could be utilized by
Planning and Resources Council and the Enrollment Management Strategies Committee to help better
serve students.

III.

Intelecom Video Clip Database-Roxanne BenVau
Unable to cover this item due to time constraints

IV.

The Dreaded October Deadlines: your chance to ask questions/seek clarification!
Oralee briefly reviewed the October deadlines. Chris then reviewed the e-mail that was sent the previous
week and noted the forms and information would be available on the website later in the day. Chris then
noted that the Planning and Resources Council was able to fund beyond the initial items and to please
check the updated list as all items were funded and Chairs would not have to include those in the requests
again if the activity had been funded. Chris then reviewed the website and the information available. Chris
noted the templates should be available later in the week. Chris noted that in request for resources
section a few changes had been made; facilities requests and staffing requests had been moved out of
that section. Chris asked if the Chairs had any questions to please contact her.

V.

Distance Education Subcommittee-Janet Gelb brainstorm ideas re: training, orientation, evaluation
for online instruction (continuation of discussion from the Senate meeting 8/30)
There was no time to cover this item due to time constraints.

The CCC meeting adjourned at 12:20pm.
Next meeting October 11, 2010 Room 325

